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paper is a thin sheet of usually vegetable fibers wood or other material used
to write print wrap or cover something it can also refer to a piece of paper
with a written or printed statement a formal written composition or a
document see synonyms examples etymology and related words of paper learn the
meaning origin and usage of the word paper a substance made from wood pulp
rags straw or other fibrous material used for writing printing or wrapping
see synonyms phrases idioms and related words for paper in this comprehensive
online dictionary learn the definition of paper as a noun and a verb in
english with examples of usage and pronunciation find out the meanings of
related words and phrases such as paper bag paper chase paper over something
and paper on paper learn the various meanings and uses of the word paper from
a material for writing and wrapping to a newspaper a document or an essay see
synonyms examples and pronunciation of paper in british and american english
paper is a thin sheet material produced by mechanically or chemically
processing cellulose fibres derived from wood rags grasses or other vegetable
sources in water draining the water through a fine mesh leaving the fibre
evenly distributed on the surface followed by pressing and drying learn the
meaning usage and origin of the word paper a material made of cellulose pulp
used for writing printing and other purposes find synonyms related terms
idioms and examples of paper in different contexts and fields paper is a noun
that can mean a thin flat material used for writing on covering things in etc
a newspaper an examination or a piece of writing about a particular subject
it can also be a verb that means to decorate the walls of a room by covering
them with paper see examples and translations of paper in different languages
paper noun ˈpeɪpə r ˈpeɪpər idioms for writing wrapping uncountable often in
compounds the thin material that you write and draw on and that is also used
for wrapping and packing things a piece sheet of paper she wrote her name and
address on a slip a small piece of paper noun a daily or weekly publication
on folded sheets contains news and articles and advertisements synonyms
newspaper see more paper is the material that is used in thin sheets for
writing or printing on wrapping things etc it can also mean a sheet of paper
with information written or printed on it a piece of writing on an academic
or official subject or a newspaper see more definitions and examples of paper
in different contexts paper noun ˈpeɪpər for writing wrapping uncountable
often in compounds the thin material that you write and draw on and that is
also used for wrapping and packing things a piece sheet of paper a package
wrapped in brown paper recycled paper she wrote her name and address on a
slip a small piece of paper paper is a material in the form of thin sheets
that is used for writing on wrapping things or covering walls it can also
refer to a newspaper a set of printed questions a piece of writing or a
report or a type of financial or toilet paper see definitions synonyms
examples and related topics paper definition pāpər papered papering papers
meanings synonyms sentences definition source word forms origin noun verb
adjective idiom filter noun papers paper is a thin flat material made from
crushed wood or cloth used for writing printing or drawing on it can also
mean a newspaper a set of official documents a piece of writing on a
particular subject or a set of questions for an exam see more meanings and
examples of paper in different contexts paper matted or felted sheet usually
of cellulose fibers formed on a wire screen from water suspension although
wood has become the major source of fiber for papermaking rag fibers are used
for paper of maximum strength durability and permanence learn more about
paper including its history a written document generally shorter than a book
white paper term paper in particular one written for the government a written
document that reports scientific or academic research and is usually
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subjected to peer review before publication in a scientific journal as a
journal article or the manuscript for one or in the proceedings of a an essay
article or dissertation on a particular topic a paper on early mayan
artifacts often papers a document establishing or verifying identity status
or the like citizenship papers negotiable notes bills etc as commercial paper
or paper money only silver please no paper definition of paper english
dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers and
students with advanced intermediate and beginner levels countable an essay
article or scholarly piece of writing usually intended to be published a
written piece of schoolwork as a composition or report countable the sixth
grade class had to do a paper on a science project often papers plural a
document establishing a person s identity status or the like citizenship
papers papermaking formation of a matted or felted sheet usually of cellulose
fibres from water suspension on a wire screen paper is the basic material
used for written communication and the dissemination of information
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paper definition meaning merriam webster Mar 27 2024 paper is a thin sheet of
usually vegetable fibers wood or other material used to write print wrap or
cover something it can also refer to a piece of paper with a written or
printed statement a formal written composition or a document see synonyms
examples etymology and related words of paper
paper definition meaning dictionary com Feb 26 2024 learn the meaning origin
and usage of the word paper a substance made from wood pulp rags straw or
other fibrous material used for writing printing or wrapping see synonyms
phrases idioms and related words for paper in this comprehensive online
dictionary
paper english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 25 2024 learn the definition
of paper as a noun and a verb in english with examples of usage and
pronunciation find out the meanings of related words and phrases such as
paper bag paper chase paper over something and paper on paper
paper definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 24 2023 learn the
various meanings and uses of the word paper from a material for writing and
wrapping to a newspaper a document or an essay see synonyms examples and
pronunciation of paper in british and american english
paper wikipedia Nov 23 2023 paper is a thin sheet material produced by
mechanically or chemically processing cellulose fibres derived from wood rags
grasses or other vegetable sources in water draining the water through a fine
mesh leaving the fibre evenly distributed on the surface followed by pressing
and drying
paper definition of paper by the free dictionary Oct 22 2023 learn the
meaning usage and origin of the word paper a material made of cellulose pulp
used for writing printing and other purposes find synonyms related terms
idioms and examples of paper in different contexts and fields
paper meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Sep 21 2023 paper is a noun that
can mean a thin flat material used for writing on covering things in etc a
newspaper an examination or a piece of writing about a particular subject it
can also be a verb that means to decorate the walls of a room by covering
them with paper see examples and translations of paper in different languages
paper noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 20 2023 paper noun
ˈpeɪpə r ˈpeɪpər idioms for writing wrapping uncountable often in compounds
the thin material that you write and draw on and that is also used for
wrapping and packing things a piece sheet of paper she wrote her name and
address on a slip a small piece of paper
paper definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jul 19 2023 noun a daily or
weekly publication on folded sheets contains news and articles and
advertisements synonyms newspaper see more
paper definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 18 2023 paper is the
material that is used in thin sheets for writing or printing on wrapping
things etc it can also mean a sheet of paper with information written or
printed on it a piece of writing on an academic or official subject or a
newspaper see more definitions and examples of paper in different contexts
paper noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage May 17 2023 paper noun
ˈpeɪpər for writing wrapping uncountable often in compounds the thin material
that you write and draw on and that is also used for wrapping and packing
things a piece sheet of paper a package wrapped in brown paper recycled paper
she wrote her name and address on a slip a small piece of paper
paper meaning of paper in longman dictionary of Apr 16 2023 paper is a
material in the form of thin sheets that is used for writing on wrapping
things or covering walls it can also refer to a newspaper a set of printed
questions a piece of writing or a report or a type of financial or toilet
paper see definitions synonyms examples and related topics
paper definition meaning yourdictionary Mar 15 2023 paper definition pāpər
papered papering papers meanings synonyms sentences definition source word
forms origin noun verb adjective idiom filter noun papers
paper definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 14 2023 paper is a
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thin flat material made from crushed wood or cloth used for writing printing
or drawing on it can also mean a newspaper a set of official documents a
piece of writing on a particular subject or a set of questions for an exam
see more meanings and examples of paper in different contexts
paper definition papermaking facts britannica Jan 13 2023 paper matted or
felted sheet usually of cellulose fibers formed on a wire screen from water
suspension although wood has become the major source of fiber for papermaking
rag fibers are used for paper of maximum strength durability and permanence
learn more about paper including its history
paper wiktionary the free dictionary Dec 12 2022 a written document generally
shorter than a book white paper term paper in particular one written for the
government a written document that reports scientific or academic research
and is usually subjected to peer review before publication in a scientific
journal as a journal article or the manuscript for one or in the proceedings
of a
paper definition usage examples dictionary com Nov 11 2022 an essay article
or dissertation on a particular topic a paper on early mayan artifacts often
papers a document establishing or verifying identity status or the like
citizenship papers negotiable notes bills etc as commercial paper or paper
money only silver please no paper
paper dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Oct 10 2022 definition of
paper english dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers
teachers and students with advanced intermediate and beginner levels
paper wordreference com dictionary of english Sep 09 2022 countable an essay
article or scholarly piece of writing usually intended to be published a
written piece of schoolwork as a composition or report countable the sixth
grade class had to do a paper on a science project often papers plural a
document establishing a person s identity status or the like citizenship
papers
papermaking process history facts britannica Aug 08 2022 papermaking
formation of a matted or felted sheet usually of cellulose fibres from water
suspension on a wire screen paper is the basic material used for written
communication and the dissemination of information
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